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Abstract— composing business process model variants is an 

activity to form a new variety of business process models in order 

to fulfill user needs. Nowadays business process model design has 

been done in various ways. Many well-known approaches tried to 

specify variants by different process models or expressed them in 

terms of conditional branches within the same process model. 

Those two approaches might lead to error prone and 

redundancy. Another approaches constitute basic parts of a 

business process and then prepares a method of editing the model 

afterward. Although this approach is a flexible way to form a 

suitable model based on user needs, it might not form a correct 

variation. A correct variation can be constituted if pattern or rule 

of variation is well defined and applied during business process 

model composition. In this paper we proposed a form of 

contextual modelling concept based on Context Sensitive 

Grammar approach, which provides a flexible and correct 

methods to compose business variants process. The result show 

that Context Sensitive Grammar of a certain process variant can 

be constituted properly based on formal rules by applying a set of 

affirm production rules during variant model design. 

Keywords—component; process variant management; 

contextual modelling; process design methods; context sensitive 

grammar 

I.   INTRODUCTION  

Process variants modelling becomes very important since 
it is common for organization to have various combination of 
task or activity in any given business process. Variants in 
business process models usually related to user specific needs 
in order to fulfill business rules and regulations. Therefore 
conventional modelling, which usually use inflexible 
approach, building each variant of business process, cannot 
handle variants modelling adequately. In conventional 
modelling tools e.g. Petri Nets Modelling Language (PNML) 
or Business Process Model Notation (BPMN), business 
process modelling requires one of two optional approaches to 
be chosen. The first option is building multiple models to 
emphasize every variation details of business process, 
resulting excessive amount of task duplication as the common 
activities are being executed repeatedly in various business 
process models. The second one is forming multiple variants 
into one model with conditional branches to accommodate 
variants, consequently the complexity of integrated model 
becomes very high and makes it strenuous to analyze and 

sustain each variants individually [1, 2]. Meeting these 
challenges the process designers have to prepare an adequate 
design which allows multitude changes to be implemented on 
the model without raising more complexity to it. One of the 
process modelling advanced approach for handling variants in 
business process   adequately is Process Variants by Options 
(PROVOP). In PROVOP approach, there are change operation 
methods which are applicable to change original process 
model into variant specific adapted models [3]. However those 
changes made could mislead the composition of particular 
activity in variant model. As an example, the original model 
has right activities sequence of A – B – C – D – E (shown in 
Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Example of original model 

Using PROVOP we can apply change operation arbitrarily. 
As an example we move activity C to activity D and vice 
versa, resulting new variant of activities sequence: A – B – D 
– C – E as shown in Fig.2.  
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Fig. 2. Example of wrong variant model 

This sequence violates the right activities sequence of 
original process model, yet PROVOP accept this well. Thus 
we need to define some rule to control change operations in 
PROVOP. By using Context Sensitive Grammar (CSG) we 
could specify the right activities sequence in variant models. 
In CSG there are grammars which in every production rule, a 
non-terminal string is replaced by other non-terminal or 
terminal string which is at least as long as the first one [4]. 
Production rules in CSG derive certain conditions to specific 
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consequences. These rules have the flexibility to form any 
variants models. However, once these rules are implied, every 
single variant forming has to follow production rule execution. 
If the condition needed by user to form new variants is not 
exist, then user is allowed to add new production rule needed. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Process Variants by Options  

PROVOP is an advanced approach in business process 
variant modelling technique. It divides its variant lifecycle into 
4 phases [5]. The first phase is process modelling. Modelling 
process variants must support reuse models. It should be 
possible to create a new variant by inheriting existing model 
properties without creating any redundancy or inconsistent 
model. The next phase is configuration. In configuration 
process variant accomplished automatically based on specific 
circumstances. After obtaining a fix model, the model is 
applied in workflow execution during runtime and maintained 
its usability for the next process lifecycle. 

 

Fig. 3. The PROVOP process variant lifecycle 

PROVOP defines its method into three “parts (see Fig. 3):  

a base process, general model used for forming model variant; 

change operations, rules used to change base process into 

model variants; and adjustment points, reference points belong 

to base process denoting sections in base process which can be 

changed. There are various ways in PROVOP to design a base 

process: 

1. Base process based on standard process. 

2. Base process based on most often used process variant. 

3. Base process based on minimum average distance. 

4. Base process based on all process variants merging. 

5. Base process  based on intersection of all process variants 

Each base process is equipped with several adjustment 

points. The extent of adjustment point’s addition in base 

process depends on how many changes need to form new 

variant through change operation’s applications. Change 

operations, which are applied to base process, will produce 

new variant from existing model properties. PROVOP can 

apply move, delete, insert, and modify operation. Using move, 

we could move process properties from one reference point to 

another one. Delete is used when we want to remove certain 

process properties from model, while insert is opposite from 

delete operation. Modify is used when we want to change 

process properties data. All change operations can be used in 

any order, depend on what new process variant like to be 

produced from change operations sequential execution [3].  

B. Context Free Grammar 

Context Free Grammar (CFG) is a language generator 

which derives a certain form of string based on certain rule 

condition [6]. But the rule itself is free from contextual bound. 

The derivation notion can be explained with graphical 

representation called derivation tree. The grammar of natural 

language in Context Sensitive Grammar are used to constitute 

and validate produced sentences in the language [7]. 

 A grammar G = (N, T, R, S) consists of the following 

components:     

1. N is a set of finite non-terminal symbols. 

2. T is a set of finite terminal symbols. 

3. R which is called production rule, is finite set of 

N x V* where V = N ∪ T  

4. S ∈ N is a distinguished non-terminal symbol 

used as starting point of language generator. 

In Context Free Grammar every production rule is constructed 

in form of N  V. Where V stand for variables in non-terminal 

and terminal string or empty string. Derivation of empty string 

is called empty derivation and takes form of N  ε. 

Nevertheless, free grammar face serious ambiguity 

problem as shown in Fig. 4. In Context Free Grammar, a 

string could be derived from more than one production rule, 

resulting commotion in choosing which production rule is 

necessary to use in certain condition. There are two kinds of 

ambiguity problem faced by Context Free Grammar [8]. 

Vertical ambiguity happens when there is an option between 

two or more production rule of a non-terminal string. 

 

Fig. 4. Example of vertically ambiguous grammar 

String x-a-y is derived from two options by choosing either 
first production rule of Z with production rule A or second 
rule of Z with production rule B.  

Horizontal ambiguity (see Fig. 5) happens when there are 
arbitrary options on the right-hand side of production rule 

 

Fig. 5. Example of horizontally ambiguous grammar 

String x-a-y is derived from two ways by choosing either 
Z, first production of A and second production of B or Z, 
second production of A and first production of B. 

C. Context Sensitive Grammar 

In Chomsky Hierarchy, Context Sensitive Language is a 
type-1 language which is also superset of Context Free 
Language [9] as shown in Fig. 6.  
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Fig. 6. Chomsky hierarchy 

Context Sensitive Language is produced by contextual 
based grammar. Context Sensitive Grammar has the same 
component as Context Free Grammar. A sensitive grammar 
consist of non-terminal variables, terminal variables, 
production rules, and a starting point [10, 11]. However, all 
production rules in sensitive grammar are of the form as in 
(1). 

αNβ  αγβ where γ is not an empty string   (1) 

Every string derivation is followed by certain conditions as 
prerequisite of derived changes. Empty string derivation is not 
recommended on the right-hand side of any production rule. 
As consequence as in (2). 

α  β implies | α | ≤ | β |    (2) 

The string length in left-hand side of production rule has to 
be less than or equal the right-side of production rule. 

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

Our proposed method combines between Context Sensitive 
Grammar and PROVOP approach, resulting variants forming 
based on specific rule condition. Thus change operations can’t 
be done arbitrarily. We use Context Sensitive Grammar to 
construct original business process model as base process in 
PROVOP and also to make sure implementation of change 
operation would generate the right model variant.  

A. Context Sensitive Grammar Notation 

DEFINITION 1 (Context Sensitive Grammar) 

GS = (N, ∑, R, BP)         (3) 

Let GS (3) denotes the grammar built Context Sensitive 

Language. The grammar consists of N the set of non-terminal 

variables, N symbolizes abstract level of sub-model in 

business process model. Let MI, MD ∈ N be two types of sub-

model abstraction, where MI is independent sub-model which 

could be chosen arbitrarily and MD is dependent sub-model 

whose occurrence depends on MI and production rules 

applied. The set of terminal variables symbolizes as ∑. R 

represents the set of production rules and BP ∈ N is starting 

point to compose whole base process.  

 

B. Decideability of Context Sensitive Grammar 

Context Sensitive Grammar is superior to Context Free 

Grammar when it comes to ambiguity problem. It is clear that 

derivation on production rules of Context Sensitive Grammar 

are driven by certain characteristics or condition, resulting 

none of specific derivation string is derived from two or more 

different production rules.  
Vertical and horizontal ambiguous cases can be easily 

solved by Context Sensitive Grammar, since string 
derivation’s condition is explicitly implied in production rule. 

Thus we will know exactly under what circumstances to apply 
a certain production rule in string derivation. In Context 
Sensitive Grammar one string derivation in terminal level is 
produced from exactly one condition of contextual production 
rule. 

 

Fig. 7. Example of production rule in CSG 

String x-a-y in production rule (Fig. 7) is produced by 
exactly one production rule A ‘y’. Therefore ambiguity 
problem would not arise in Context Sensitive Grammar. 

 

C. Implementing Provop in Context Sensitive Grammar 

DEFINITION 2 (Process Change and Process Variant) 
[12]  

Let P denotes the set of possible process schemes while       
MI denotes the set of possible independent abstract sub-model 
and MD denotes the set of possible dependent abstract sub-
model whose occurrence depends on MI. MI, MD ∈ P. Let C 
the set of possible changes applied to independent sub-model 
MI. Let I, I’ ∈ MI be two independent sub-model schemes and 
D, D’ ∈ MD be two dependent sub-model schemes. Let γ ∈ C 
be a process change applied only to sub-model independent MI. 
Then: 

 I[γ >I’ iff γ is applicable to I and I’ is the sub-
model independent schema resulting from 
application of γ to I. I’ is variant of I. 

 I  D, I[γ>I’D’ iff occurrence of D, sub-model 
dependent schema, depends on I and application 
of γ to I resulting change on D becomes D’. D’ is 
variant of D.  

DEFINITION 3 (Base Process) 

Let P denotes the set of possible process schemes while t γ 

∈ C be a process change applied only to sub-model independent MI. 
Then: 

 A base process BP = (MI, MD, E, AP…) ∈ P is a 
process model with sub-model independent MI 
and sub-model dependent MD. E is the set of 
edges connecting sub-models in the model.  A 
base process is associated with adjustment points 
AP ⊆ Identifiers x MI x {pre, post}. Therefore 
adjustment points ap correspond to the entry (pre) or 

exit (post) point of node n ∈ MI. 

 

D. School Registration Business Process: A Study Case  

School registration is an activity to recruit new student on 

new term of school year. Each year a school hold a selection 

system for hundreds participants. The selection program itself 

is vary between one schools to another, depends on school 

registration participant’s condition at that time.  

 A register module usually divided into three parts: pre-

register activity, additional activity, and register activity. In 

this case, we would like to use pre-register activity as a study 

case for this paper. Pre-register activity mostly contains 

verification activities of student domicile area, graduation year 

of previous education, graduation type of previous education, 

and student previous school area. From those verification 
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activities a school can decide whether participants / students 

could do their pre-register activity independently by using 

online registration system, or they should go to school and ask 

register committee to verify their file. Some rules of pre-

register activity are obtained from government regulation and 

standard operational procedure which are accessible from 

PPDB website.  

The activity sequence in pre – register activity start when 

student apply for pre – register activity. Student submit his 

data to system which indicates his participation in pre – 

register. Then student submit some information about his 

domicile area, student can be from the same area as the 

applied school, or it could be from other area. Student submit 

his graduation year of previous level of education (which 

could be in the same year as school registration or it could be 

on previous year) and student also submit his information 

about whether he graduate from official program (junior 

school) or from commensurate program. Student must also 

submit his information about his past school information 

(whether student graduated from local school or his past 

school was outside the area). The last step is system will 

verify all data which has been entered by student (see Fig. 8). 

 

 
Fig. 8. Process Model of School Pre – Register Activity 

E. Defining Contex Sensitive Grammar for School 

Registration 

For study case above we build an applicable Context 

Sensitive Grammar to construct a base process. Given GS = 

(N, ∑, R, BP), where N = (MI, MD, DA, GY, GP, SA, PRB, 

PRE), and ∑ = ((;), ∧, astart, aend, dia, doa, gyt, gyl, gpj, gpc, 

sai, sao, prbi, prbc, prei, prec). The set of production rule, R, 

is explained by (3) to (10). 

BP   astart; MD; aend   (3) 

MD   PRB; MI; PRE   (4) 

MI   DA; GY ∧ GP; SA   (5) 

DA   dia | doa    (6) 

GY   gyt | gyl    (7) 

GP   gpj | gpc    (8) 

SA   sai | sao     (9) 

 
PRB;dia; gyt; gpj; sai; PRE    prbi; dia; gyt; gpj; sai; prei     (10a) 

PRB;dia; gyt; gpj; sao; PRE   prbi; dia; gyt; gpj; sao; prei    (10b) 

PRB;dia; gyt; gpc; sai; PRE   prbc; dia; gyt; gpc; sai; prec   (10c) 
PRB;dia; gyt; gpc; sao; PRE  prbc; dia; gyt; gpc; sao; prec   (10d) 

PRB;dia; gyl; gpj; sai; PRE  prbc; dia; gyl; gpj; sai; prec      (10e) 

PRB;dia; gyl; gpj; sao; PRE  prbc; dia; gyl; gpj; sao; prec    (10f) 
PRB;dia; gyl; gpc; sai; PRE  prbc; dia; gyl; gpc; sai; prec     (10g) 

PRB;dia; gyl; gpc; sao; PRE  prbc; dia; gyl; gpc; sao; prec   (10h) 

PRB;doa; gyt; gpj; sai; PRE    prbi; doa; gyt; gpj; sai; prei   (10i) 

PRB;doa; gyt; gpj; sao; PRE   prbc; dia; gyt; gpj; sao; prec  (10j) 
PRB;doa; gyt; gpc; sai; PRE   prbc; dia; gyt; gpc; sai; prec   (10k) 

PRB;doa; gyt; gpc; sao; PRE  prbc; dia; gyt; gpc; sao; prec  (10l) 

PRB;doa; gyl; gpj; sai; PRE  prbc; dia; gyl; gpj; sai; prec    (10m) 

PRB;doa; gyl; gpj; sao; PRE  prbc; dia; gyl; gpj; sao; prec   (10n) 
PRB;doa; gyl; gpc; sai; PRE  prbc; dia; gyl; gpc; sai; prec    (10o) 

PRB;doa; gyl; gpc; sao; PRE  prbc; dia; gyl; gpc; sao; prec  (10p) 

 

EXPLANATION 

MI = Sub-model independent 

MD = Sum-model dependent 

DA = Domicile area 

GY = Previous education graduation year 

GP = Previous education graduation path 

SA = Previous education school area 

PRB = Pre-register activity begin 

PRE = Pre-register activity end 

dia = domicile inside area 

doa = domicile outside area 

gyt = Previous education graduation year is this year 

gyl = Previous education graduation year is last year 

gpj = Previous education is junior school 

gpc = Previous education is commensurate program B 

sai = Previous school is inside area 

soa = Previous school is outside area 

prbi = Pre-register begin activity is independent 

prbc = Pre-register begin activity is through committee 

prei = Pre-register end activity is independent 

prec = Pre-register end activity is through committee 

 

We will try to build base process from Context Sensitive 

Grammar above. The base process which will be used is basic 

scenario, where participant of pre-register activity has inside 

area of domicile location, graduate this year from junior 

school inside area. Derivation string for constructing base 

process will be shown in (11) to (19a). 

BP      (11) 

astart; MD; aend …    (12) 

astart; PRB; MI; PRE; aend …   (13) 

astart; PRB; DA; GY ∧ GP; SA; PRE; aend … (14) 

astart; PRB; dia; GY ∧ GP; SA; PRE; aend … (15) 

astart; PRB; dia; gyt ∧ GP; SA; PRE; aend … (16) 

astart; PRB; dia; gyt ∧ gpj; SA; PRE; aend … (17) 

astart; PRB; dia; gyt ∧ gpj; sai; PRE; aend … (18) 

astart; prbi; dia; gyt ∧ gpj; sai; prei; aend … (19a) 

 

The last step of derivation string (19a) can be drawn into 

graph representation as in PROVOP. We add adjustment 

points in each node of sub-model independent as shown in 

Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 9. Base process constructed from Context Sensitive Grammar 

We can apply change operation in PROVOP to base 
process above. For first variation (variant 1), a school need to 
verify student who has outside area domicile and his previous 
school is also from outside area. Second variation (variant 2), 
a school need to verify student who graduates last year, and in 
third variation (variant 3), a school need to verify student who 
graduates from commensurate program B. Thus change 
operations needed to form those variations will be shown on 
Table I. 
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TABLE I.  CHANGE OPERATIONS TO FORM VARIANT 1 

Change 

Operation 
Activity 

Pre Adjustment 

Point 

Post 

Adjustment 

Point 

Delete 
Domicile 

Outside Area 
X1 X2 

Insert 
Domicile 

Inside Area 
X1 X2 

Delete 
School Inside 

Area 
X7 X8 

Insert 
School 

Outside Area 
X7 X8 

 

Since combination of sub-model independent schema of 
variant 1 is changed from base process, we have to look at 
production rule in sensitive grammar. Application of change 
operations resulting sub-model dependent schema to change 
following production rule. The production rule fulfilling 
variant 1 is production rule of (10j). Pre-register begin and end 
independent are changed into Pre-register begin and end by 
committee (see Fig. 10).  

 

Fig. 10. Process model of variant 1 

TABLE II.  CHANGE OPERATIONS TO FORM VARIANT 2 

Change 

Operation 
Activity 

Pre Adjustment 

Point 

Post 

Adjustment 

Point 

Delete 
This year 

graduation 
X3 X4 

Insert 
Last year 

graduation 
X3 X4 

 
Variant 2 (see Table II) is adapted from production rule 

(10e), resulting Pre-register begin and end independent are 
changed into Pre-register begin and end by committee (see 
Fig. 11). 

 
Fig. 11. Process model of variant 2 

TABLE III.  CHANGE OPERATIONS TO FORM VARIANT 3 

Change 

Operation 

Activity Pre Adjustment 

Point 

Post 

Adjustment 

Point 

Delete Junior school 

graduation 

X5 X6 

Insert Commensurate 

program B 

X5 X6 

Variant 3 (see Table III) is adapted from production rule 
(10c), resulting Pre-register begin and end independent are 
changed into Pre-register begin and end by committee (see 
Fig. 12). 

 
Fig. 12. Process model of variant 3 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed an approach which combines 

contextual design and context free composition. The 

contextual composition utilizes Context Sensitive Grammar, 

while the Context Free Grammar utilizes free change 

operations. Context Sensitive Grammar can be used for 

constructing process model properly based on right formal 

regulation through application of production rules. Sensitive 

grammar is used to push free change operations to fulfill 

ascertained rule. The result is a new flexible variant 

composition which matches up with production rule.  
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